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Some of the largest bridge structures in the world exist today. We have our own local £6million Whitley 
Bridge and £146-million Toll Bar island project.  

The largest suspension bridge in History, nicknamed ‘The Pearl Bridge’ opened in Japan in 1998 at nearly 
4 kilometers. This was build over a dangerous water way, historically ferries had sunk - the longest 
central span, of any suspension bridge, in the world. Today would probably cost £5 billion.  

The church is a bridge. It is a vehicle for people to get from one place to another. Money is the same. 
Bridges are for people.   

Joe looked last week at the bigger picture, and Doug described the church finances. If you haven't heard 
the last two talks please do.  

As we see from the Lord of the Rings: there was power to govern each race and a master ring to control 
all others is the reality of what we see.  

We are called to invest in an alternative future economy of heaven on earth. You and your money are 
for the benefit of others.  

The world’s financial situation would certainly be a lot fairer if people followed Biblical principles.  

As we move into the next phase of the life of Kings, it's time to sharpen our perspective, and to move 
from keeping to giving what we have.  

That means new relationships, as well as developing present ones with and a sharper clearer edge. We 
aren't to be defined by the culture around, but work to establish a culture that shapes those we listen 
and speak to.  

When you model me you show me as me. Just like the Israelites when God set up the promise land for 
his people. Everything is before you. Let's see what you will be with the resources and influence I have 
given you.  

Why would the world want the good news if Christians don't live any differently?  

1.  Your spirituality is not measured by wealth.  

True proving you actually believe that! It is easy to get the two mixed up! 

Church life and our conversations can end up talking about what we own for our own benefit. The 
Kingdom of God is not for that purpose, though God still wants us to enjoy what he has given us.  

Proverbs 22:2 NIV says, “The rich (accumulate) and the poor (needy) have this in common, The LORD is 
the maker of them all.” [PP5]  Jesus said that the poor will always be among us (John 12:8). The Old 
Testament also said that though this was the case, it shouldn't be! [PP6]   
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The fact that someone is poor is an opportunity to supply their needs. God delights in supplying our 
needs through others, who love Him so we can all rejoice together as one.  

Listen, my dear brothers and sisters! Didn't God choose poor people in the world to become rich in faith 
and to receive the kingdom that he promised to those who love him? James 2:5 [NIV] [PP7]   

There are different seasons in your life, materially and financially, they are both watched closely to see 
what you will do. As Mr. Warren says, life is a test, a trust and a temporary assignment.  

We must find ways to measure the health of our giving culture. How successful are we?  

2.  The church can re-distribute wealth by need. [PP8]   

What are people needs? It usually won't be money! How much are we re-distributing?  

 Our desire is not that others might be relieved while you are hard pressed, but that there might be 
equality. [14] At the present time your plenty will supply what they need, so that in turn their plenty will 
supply what you need. The goal is equality, [15] as it is written: “The one who gathered much did not 
have too much, and the one who gathered little did not have too little.”                                                                

                                                                                     2 Corinthians 8:13-15 NIV   [PP9]   

Just as the Israelites received, precisely what they needed from God (if they took too much manna, it 
would rot), and God delights when those who have ample supply give to those who are in need.  

Those to which God has given additional wealth have a unique responsibility to give back to God and to 
His kingdom work as God leads them. 

 Proverbs 3:9-10 says, “Honour (value) the LORD from your wealth and from the first of all your produce; 
so your barns will be filled with plenty and your vats will overflow with new wine.” [PP10]   

We should cheerfully seek to help those in need as God gives them opportunity.   

1 John 3:17 says, this is how we know what love is: Jesus Christ laid down his life for us. And we ought to 
lay down our lives for our brothers and sisters. [17] If anyone has material possessions and sees a 
brother or sister in need but has no pity on them, how can the love of God be in that person? [PP11]   

The love of God and giving to those in need go hand in hand.  As Proverbs 14:31 says, “Whoever 
oppresses the poor shows contempt for their Maker, but whoever is kind to the needy honours God. 
[PP12]   
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3.  Wealth is transitionary and no safe guard. [PP13]   

We must learn to trust God. We learn to trust through what he has entrusted to our care. We get what 
we get not because we earn or deserve or to get what we get but to see what we do with monetary and 
material wealth.  

How do we measure this? Since money is a measured value? When it gets taken away! 

Proverbs 18:12 says: The wealth of the rich is their fortified city; they imagine it a wall too high to scale. 
[PP14]   

Our confidence should be in Christ who owns all things.  Wealth can disappear at any time, but Jesus 
will never leave His own.   

Those who trust in their wealth are doing nothing more than imaging that some mythical high wall 
stands between them and danger and loss.  Proverbs 23:5 says Cast but a glance at riches, and they are 
gone, for they will surely sprout wings and fly off to the sky like an eagle. [PP15]   

Psalm 49:10 says, “For he sees that even wise men die; the stupid and the senseless alike perish and 
leave their wealth to others.”  [PP16]  God says that we should store up treasure in heaven where it 
cannot be destroyed, stolen, or rot away (Matthew 6:19-20) by investing in the kingdom of God and not 
hoarding things because of greed.  The love for possessions and money can be enough to keep someone 
from following Christ, just as it did the rich young ruler (Luke 18:22).   

4. Those who are able to work should work. [PP17]   

We need to develop a culture where we know Christians work hard! They aren't lazy!                                

2 Thessalonians 3:10-12 says, “For even when we were with you, we used to give you this order: if 
anyone is not willing to work, then he is not to eat, either.  For we hear that some among you are 
leading an undisciplined life, doing no work at all, but acting like busybodies.  Now such persons we 
command and exhort in the Lord Jesus Christ to work in quiet fashion and eat their own bread.” [PP18]   

We prayed a couple of years ago when people in church were out of work, and God found everyone 
jobs.  

A welfare system or a church family that doesn’t encourage people to work for their food and one that 
promotes laziness is not good.   

But there will be times when disability strikes, when the job market is terrible, or when costs are just too 
high for those on a low income to make ends meet that the church needs to help its own and do what it 
can help others as well.   
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Feeding the hungry, clothing the needy, or offering a roof over the heads of the destitute are acts of 
love for Jesus Himself.   

Whether the government is helping or not and solvent or not, the church must not stop caring for the 
hurting (Proverbs 14:31).  Fewer people will choose welfare if there are good jobs and welfare should be 
designed to encourage people to work for their own bread.  All people, but Christians especially, should 
provide for their own families. If there is need leaders need to be the first to know it.  

1 Timothy 5:8 says, “But if anyone does not provide for his own, and especially for those of his 
household, he has denied the faith and is worse than an unbeliever.” 

It is fraud and laziness that compassion must not enable, but compassion is still in order nonetheless.  

5. The principle of tithing still applies today. [PP19]   

We practice and preach it in preparing people. How many committed to the vision are giving. 

If we added up all the tithes and offerings of the Old Testament, we would arrive at a percentage far 
greater than ten. All of those tithes and offerings were to support the priesthood and the tabernacle 
and sacrificial system.  We don’t operate under that system any longer, but we still are called to give to 
God’s work, to His church, and to support those who labour in His fields. For some, a tenth might not be 
enough, for they might have more that God wants them to give.  For some, a tenth might be more than 
they can afford at the present time.  It is not worth being legalistic about the ten percent rule, but we 
should focus on giving as God leads us.    

6. People still give to passionate vision [PP20]   

1. Expansion of leadership/ministry teams.                                                                                                                            
You are responsibility to discover your part, as you mature in Christ and our responsibility to release 
you. Leaders must set the example of giving otherwise they aren’t leading!  

2. Social media, website and communication need to be the best we can do. 

3. We want to develop our local community work. 

Some of the strong bridges ever to be built are still being built.  

These bridges are for people, not bridges of building materials. They will allow huge amounts of people 
to reach quicker new destinations.  

Kings is a bridge and a destination carrier. A carrier of people with a message, to find meaning, purpose 
and hope. May Kings take its relational skills and use them for the Kingdom and glory of God.  

I commend and commit this vision to you today. It is do-able. It is achievable.  


